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Introduction

Breast cancer is now the most common cancer in most 
cities in India, and 2nd most common in the rural areas 
[1]. Cancer treatment related fatigue is a common and 
distressing symptom among cancer patients during and 
after treatment [2-3]. Patients describe the experience of 
cancer treatment related fatigue as being different from 
the fatigue experienced before cancer. 

Cella and colleagues [4] have proposed a definition of 
fatigue that describe the symptom, common features and 
major characteristic. Fatigue is defined as an abnormal 
condition that persists for 2 or more weeks and occurs 
on most days. Common features may include reduced 
motivation & interest in activities, exhaustion, apathy, 
generalized weakness, sleep abnormalities, irritability 
& sadness. 
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According to Ream and Richardson [5], fatigue can 
be defined as a subjective, unpleasant symptom which 
incorporates total feelings ranging from tiredness to 
exhaustion creating an unrelenting overall condition 
which interferes with individual’s ability to function 
to their normal capacity. To supplement this, NCCN 
panel has defined cancer-related fatigue as “An unusual, 
persistent, subjective sense of tiredness related to cancer 
or cancer treatment that interferes with usual functioning” 
[6]. Fatigue in patients with cancer is more severe, more 
distressing and less likely to be relieved by rest.

The etiology of fatigue is multi factorial and may 
include adverse effects of treatment, underlying disease, 
pain, sleep disorders, emotional distress, and a variety of 
metabolic and physiologic abnormalities. The ability to 
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maintain physical independence and to perform self-care 
activities can be compromised or lost if the integrity of 
physiological systems is not maintained. With a greater 
longevity promote by advances in therapeutics & early 
diagnosis, interest has shifted to the assessment of quality 
of life. (QOL)

Major characteristics of fatigue include reduced 
energy that is disproportionate to activity level, distress 
often associated with reduced physical or intellectual 
performance that is casually related to the disease or its 
treatment and not related to a psychiatric disorder.

The concept of functional capacity has been used 
extensively in disability and rehabilitation research as an 
indicator of an individual’s ability to engage in physical 
activity [7]. The physical ability to engage in activity is 
a universal self-care requisite [8] and is a component of 
health promotion, behaviors, particularly when undertaken 
with the aim of improving or maintaining one’s health 
well-being [9-10].

Studies have shown that fatigue is most prevalent 
in breast cancer patients receiving adjuvant therapy but 
there are a smaller number of studies which shows that 
if there is an any association among fatigue, quality of 
life and functional capacity. In an effort to understand 
better the nature of cancer-related fatigue in patients 
receiving chemotherapy, an attempt has been made to find 
the association of fatigue, quality of life and functional 
capacity in post-operative breast cancer patients receiving 
adjuvant therapy.

Materials and Methods

Study design and setting
This observational study was carried out among the 

breast cancer patients who were receiving third cycle 
of chemotherapy from the cancer hospital, Ahmedabad 
between July 2019 to December 2019. Patients were 
recruited during third stage as the fatigue level declines 
over the three months interval [11].

Sampling
The pilot study was performed to calculate the sample 

size. Sample size of total 30 patients was calculated for 
the study purpose from the pilot study. The trial received 
ethical approval from Institutional ethical committee and 
written informed consent from all participants were taken. 
Eligible breast cancer patients met the following criteria: 
absence of metastasis or other malignancy, absence of 
chronic disease (such as hypertension. Kidney disease, 
heart problems, diabetes mellitus), poor psychological 
state, English or Gujarati or Hindi speaking or reading. 
Exclusion criteria were patients having past history of 
cancer, patients who were doing regular physical activities. 

Outcome Measures 
The FACIT scales are designed for patient self-

administration, but can also be administered by interview 
format. In this study, patients were interviewed at the third 
cycle of their chemotherapy treatment. For all FACIT 
scales and symptom indices, the higher the score the 

better the QOL.

FACIT-fatigue Questionnaire 
FACIT-Fatigue questionnaire is a simple instrument for 

measurement of fatigue in cancer patients. The Functional 
Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy – fatigue (FACIT-
fatigue) scale is a 13-item instrument designed to assess 
fatigue/tiredness and its impact on daily activities 
and functioning in a number of chronic diseases. 
The instrument includes items such as tiredness, weakness, 
listlessness, lack of energy, and the impact of these 
feelings on daily functioning (e.g., sleeping, and social 
activities). This scale is reliable and valid measure of 
fatigue measurement in cancer patients [12].

FACT-B Questionnaire 
The FACT-B is a breast cancer-specific HRQoL 

instrument of the FACIT system. The 37-item are divided 
into five subscales, namely physical (PWB), social/family 
(SWB), emotional (EWB), functional well-beings (FWB), 
and the additional concerns for breast cancer (BCS). 
Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale. Negatively 
worded items were recorded such that a higher score 
indicates a better HRQoL. The FACT-B total score is the 
sum of scores of all five subscales, the FACT-G score is 
the sum of PWB, SWB, EWB and FWB, while the Trial 
Outcome Index (TOI) is the sum of scores of the PWB, 
FWB and BCS. Missing values were imputed as the mean 
of observed items provided more than half of the items 
comprising a subscale were answered, i.e. the “half-rule”. 
The FACT-B demonstrates ease of administration, brevity, 
reliability, validity, and sensitivity to change [13].

6-Minute walk test (6MWT) 
Functional capacity was assessed with the 6-Minute 

walk test which assesses the submaximal level of 
functional capacity. The walking distance was 30 meters 
in length. In this test, the patient was asked to walk as far 
as possible in a period of 6 minutes. In cancer patients, 
the 6MWT seems to be as valid and reliable as in healthy 
elderly, cardiac and pulmonary patients [14].

Results

Data were analyzed using SPSS version 16 with 
2-tailed probability tests with the level of significance 
set at P<.05. Descriptive statistics (Table 1) were used 
for presenting the demographic data. In this study, total 
30 participants were included in the study. Out of the 30 
participants, 15 (50%) patients were in the premenopausal 
stage and 15 (50%) were in the post-menopausal 
stage. Of all the participants, 23 (77%) patients were 
having breast conservation surgery either wide local 
excision (WLE) or lumpectomy and 7 (23%) patients 
had mastectomy. The ongoing chemotherapy treatment 
consisted of drug regimens in the form of Doxorubicin 
and cyclophosphamide. 

Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to explore 
association between the fatigue and quality of life total/
subscale score as well as between fatigue and 6-minute 
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of fatigue with the subscale scores of quality-of-life 
measurement and very strong correlation with the total 
score. There was moderate correlation between fatigue 
and functional capacity measured by 6-minute walk test. 
There were above average values in total and subscale 
scores of qualities of life but among all the subscale scores 
of quality of life, breast cancer subscale score was having 
lower value compared to others. Social well-being score 
was higher among all other subscale scores.

Cancer related fatigue (CRF) consists of different 
elements like physical, mental, emotional. Okuyama et 
al [15] have defined that complex structure of CRF and 
identified the physical, affective and cognitive issues in 
assessment of CRF.

The Quality of life for breast cancer patients commonly 
involves pain, recurrence fear and fatigue like other type 
of cancers. But, in breast cancer patients an altered sense 
of femininity, feeling of decreased attractiveness and arm 
swelling related problems concern additional problems. 
In this study, all the subscales have above average total 
score, however breast cancer subscale is comparatively 
low to other scores. It is suggesting that specifically in 
breast cancer patients overall quality of life will be affected 
because of the above mentioned factors.

Social well-being is having good score compared to 
other subscale scores in quality of life measurement. This 
is similar to other studies who also have founded that 
all functional scales were on a good level with the best 
function being social function. According to correlation 
study, social well-being is strongly associated with fatigue 
so if the patients’ fatigue level will be high, it is going to 
affect the social well-being of the patients. The reason 
for the good social functioning can be good support from 
the family and friends. The patients may have loss the 
usual social interaction but they have received support 
by family and friends and therefore this loss was not 
perceived. This is similar to the study done by Olson 
et al [16] who have given possible explanation that the 

walk test. The strength of the correlations (r) was 
categorized as low (0–.25), moderate (>.25–.50), strong 
(>.50–.75) and very strong (>.75).7 Data are presented 
as means, standard deviations (Table 2), Spearman 
correlation coefficient (r) and 95% confidence intervals 
(Table 3).

The Spearman’s correlation confirmed that the fatigue 
is strongly associated with subscale score of Fact B and 
very strongly associated with total score of fact B, Fact 
G and TOI. There was moderate association between the 
fatigue and functional capacity measured by 6-minute 
walk test and there was no association between the 6 
minutes walk test and quality of life total/subscale score. 
(Table 3) (Figure 1).

Discussion

This study explored the impact of fatigue on quality 
of life and functional capacity on breast cancer patients 
receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. In this study, an attempt 
has been made to focus the effect of fatigue on various 
aspects of quality of life in the form of physical wellbeing, 
social wellbeing, emotional wellbeing, functional 
wellbeing and specific breast cancer related health. As 
all the FACIT questionnaire shows the better quality of 
life with higher score, fatigue and Fact B questionnaire 
scoring with high value suggest less fatigue and good 
quality of life, respectively.

The result showed that there is strong correlation 

Mean SD
Age (Years) 46.3 8.74
Height (cm) 156.77 5.58
Weight (kg) 66.72 7.73
BMI (kg/m2) 27.31 4.33

Table 1. Demographics

Figure 1. Scatter Diagram between Fatigue, Quality of Life (Total and Subscale Scores) and Functional Capacity
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patients receiving chemotherapy have already restricted 
their social interaction due to risk of infection and so that 
they did not associate social interaction due to fatigue. 
Bower [17] also supports that any kind of support may 
have beneficial effect on fatigue level of patient.

The support provided by the family also influences 
emotional well-being of the patients. In this study, fatigue 
was strongly correlated with emotional wellbeing. If 
the patients fatigue level will be high, emotional well-
being will be negatively affected. Similar to this study, 
Yucel et. [18] al have found that fatigue negatively 
influenced the emotional functioning of the patients and 
subsequently their quality of life. The reason for the 
affection of emotional well-being of the patient can be 
the disease itself with that women are responsible for 
the maintenance of the home related activities, and worry 
about taking care of their family. Okuyama et al. [19] and 
Hofman et al. [20] found similar results, suggesting that 
the impact of fatigue on routine activities may extend in 
their emotional functioning.

In this study fatigue and functional capacity is 
moderately correlated. As the more fatigue score by 
Facit fatigue questionnaire suggest less fatigue level, it 
suggests that patients with more fatigue are having low 

functional capacity. In accordance with these, Curt et al. 
[21] in a survey of 379 cancer patients having a prior 
history of chemotherapy, low physical status was reported; 
they commonly described a significantly diminished 
energy level, a need to slow down from a normal pace, 
and a general sense of sluggishness or tiredness and 
perceived fatigue as the obstacle to live a “normal” life. 
Dimeo et al [22] have found that there is low correlation 
between physical performance and fatigue. The result 
can be because of the patients with fatigue may become 
accustomed to the fatigue and modified their expectation 
and their subjective experiences.

In cancer patients, most of the decline in functional 
capacity can be attributed to hypokinetic condition 
that happens because of prolonged physical inactivity. 
The decline in efficiency of multiple physiological 
system, initially cardio-respiratory and muscular systems 
are the cause of reduction in functional capacity. With 
continuation of inactivity, other physiological systems 
loss effectiveness and other impairments develop such 
as limited joint mobility, osteoporosis, impaired balance, 
paresthesia and lower pain threshold.

In cancer patients, common symptom is fatigue 
and universal in patients receiving adjuvant therapy. 
The proposed mechanism behind cancer related fatigue 
can be pro-inflammatory cytokines, hypothalamic-
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis dysregulation, circadian 
rhythm desynchronization, skeletal muscle wasting 
and genetic dysregulation. There are still little evidence 
supporting these proposed mechanisms [23].

Physiological fatigue can be divided into central and 
peripheral fatigue. Central fatigue is a factor with cancer, 
involves the central nervous system and the inhibition 
of neurological reflexes. Peripheral fatigue which is 
muscle specific can be divided into two components: 
muscle fatigue and muscle weakness. Oxidative stress 
as an underlying mechanism of the muscle weakness is 
developed because of cancer or chemotherapeutic agents. 
Nontargeted tissues, such as striated muscle, are severely 
affected by oxidative stress during chemotherapy, leading 
to toxicity and dysfunction [24].

Mean (%) SD
Fatigue 42.70 (82) 9.07
Physical well being (PWB) 23.20 (83) 3.94
Social well being (SWB) 25.11 (90) 3.37
Emotional well being (EWB) 20.83 (87) 3.01
Functional well being (FWB) 23.60 (84) 4.39
Breast cancer subscale (BCS) 29.23 (73) 6.86
Fact B 121.84 (82) 18.49
Fact G 92.74 (86) 13.11
Trial outcome index (TOI) 76.03 (79) 13.48
6 Minute Walk Test (meters) 464.40 65.76

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Facit Fatigue 
Questionnaire, Fact B Questionnaire and 6 Minute Walk 
Test

Fatigue Functional capacity (6 MWT)
Spearman Correlation coefficient p value Spearman Correlation coefficient p value

r r
FATIGUE 0.3908@ 0.0327#
PWB 0.7269* <0.0001# 0.0956 0.6151
SWB 0.7146* <0.0001# 0.1152 0.5442
EWB 0.5853* 0.0007# 0.0835 0.6608
FWB 0.7512* <0.0001# 0.1757 0.3529
BCS 0.6233* 0.0002# 0.0185 0.9225
Fact B 0.7891** <0.0001# 0.1321 0.4866
Fact G 0.7932** <0.0001# 0.1572 0.4068
TOI 0.7672** <0.0001# 0.1285 0.4985

Tabel 3. Spearman Correlation Coefficients between Fatigue, Quality of Life (Total and Subscale) and Functional 
Capacity

@moderate association; *strong association **very strong association #statistically significant; (PWB, Physical well being; SWB, Social well 
being; EWB, Emotional well being; FWB, Functional well being; BCS, Breast cancer subscale; TOI, Trial outcome index)
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The result of the present study suggests that there is 
a strong association between fatigue and quality of life 
and moderate association between fatigue and functional 
capacity in breast cancer patients receiving adjuvant 
therapy. More intervention should be aim to reduce fatigue 
level in breast cancer patients which will help to improve 
various health aspects of quality of life and functional 
capacity. In future, research should be done at the different 
level of chemotherapy sessions and self-care activities can 
also be included to find the association with fatigue level 
and functional capacity.

In conclusion, there is an association of fatigue on 
various health aspects of quality of life in breast cancer 
patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. Fatigue is 
having strong effect on quality of life and moderate 
effect on functional capacity in these patients. Specific 
breast cancer related health is having more effect among 
other quality of life aspects and social well-being is least 
affected. In breast cancer patients, fatigue should be 
assessed systematically and appropriate measures should 
be taken to manage the patients’ fatigue level. Proper 
rehabilitation should be done to provide optimum level 
of quality of life in these patients. 
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